
Professional Stainless Steel Knife Block Set (7 Pieces)
KAKNFSTL6PA 

The Kogan Professional Knife Block Set features impeccably crafted stainless steel blades with razor sharp double-ground 

edges, providing superior slicing, cutting, dicing and mincing. 

PRODUCT CHECKLIST

The following items are included:

- 8cm Paring Knife - 12cm Utility Knife - 15cm Chef Knife

- 17cm Vegetable Knife - 20.5cm Chef Knife - 21.5cm Bread Knife

- Bamboo Knife Block

KNIFE CARE

- Clean your knives after each use.

- Please ensure your knives are returned to the Bamboo Knife Block for storage to avoid any potential damage to the blades.

- Steel your knives. Consistent use of any knife will distort its edges. Steeling will assist in re-straightening the blade.

- Use the knife with an appropriate surface to protect the cutting edge from dulling, eg. Wooden or plastic boards.

MAINTAINING STAINLESS STEEL

Stainless steel resists corrosion and rust, but still requires cleaning for general maintenance.

- Routine cleaning with warm water and a cloth is recommended. Use a microfiber cloth and wipe in the direct of any polish

lines to achieve the best results. Dry thoroughly once the cleaning process is complete.

- Mild detergent can also be used to clean stainless steel. It is important to rinse the stainless steel surface of each knife

thoroughly, however. Once again, at the end of this process, ensure the knives are completely dry.



WARNINGS / DISCLAIMERS

-  Always use caution when handling sharp objects.

- Avoid cutting on hard surfaces such as stone, metal or glass. 

- It is not advisable to use any knife but a cleaver to cut through bone or frozen food, as the blade can be easily damaged.

(note: cleaver not included)

- Store knives in a safe place to protect the edges and prevent injury. 

- Store the block in a dry place.

- Keep away from children.


